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Faith Journey Takes Local Young Adult to Rome for Study
It didn’t hit me until a week before I
left. I had been planning my semester
of studying abroad in Rome, Italy for
months in advance. I was excited and
very much looked forward to the trip.
Upon hearing about my plans to
study abroad, family members, friends,
and co-workers would commend me
for my bravery. I never understood
what they meant by being brave until
just before I left. My thinking was who
wouldn’t seize an opportunity to study
abroad for three and a half months in
Rome? I would be a fool to pass that
up.
As I enjoyed my last week at home
in the company of friends and family
I realized I would be 5,000 miles away
from all of my loved ones. I would be
so far from everyone who gives me advice and brings so much joy to my life.
I was about to live in a foreign country
with five new strangers. Now I understood where this “brave” compliment
was coming from.
My plane took off on August 28, and
I am not going to say the transition
over the next few months was effortless, but thanks to the Catholic Church
I had some friends and connections
already in Rome, and that offered me
comfort as I hugged my parents goodbye and boarded the plane.
During the summer of 2012 I was
part of a program called One Bread,
One Cup that takes place in St. Meinrad, Ind.
Nineteen college students and I
were invited to St. Meinrad’s monastery where we lived and put on
One Bread, One Cup conferences for
Catholic youth from all over the United
States.
St. Meinrad is also a seminary, and
that’s where I met Matt Tucci who is
studying to be a priest for the Archdiocese of Indianapolis.
Little did we know, we would both
find ourselves in Rome one year later.
Matt attends the North American
College in Rome, and we met in Vatican City early in my semester abroad.
Needless to say, it was great to see a
familiar face.

We talked
about St.
Meinrad and
life in Rome
as an American.
Matt
showed me
his campus
where 255
more men are
studying to be
priests.
Julie Holdener
Matt is a
funny Italian guy with a huge heart.
I made another connection in Rome
the month before I left. After Mass
one Sunday, I was chatting with a family friend when some fellow parishioners, Jerry and Sally Mueller, joined
the conversation.
My study abroad experience came
up, and I could tell the Muellers had
more to say when I told them I was
going to Rome.
Jerry and Sally told me about their
son, Gary, who is living in Rome.
Father Gary is a Vincentian priest
who actually lives in Kenya, but he’s
been studying in Rome for the past five
years to earn his doctorate in Sacred
Scripture.
Well, one thing lead to another and
the Muellers put me in touch with
their son Gary who welcomed me to
Rome and invited my Dad (who would
be visiting at the time) and me to a
classical music concert.
Father Gary is a phenomenal individual, so courteous and charismatic.
Before the concert, he told us about
life in Kenya where he will be returning because he just finished up his
doctorate.
Talk about inspirational and life
changing stuff!
And the concert was intimate and
powerful. The opera singer was actually Father Gary’s first cousin, Christine, and her husband, Tim, played the
organ.
I was happy to be a part of the
heartwarming experience as this was
Father Gary’s first time hearing his

Julie poses for a photo in Rome with Matt Tucci.

cousin sing. Christine and Tim have a
gift; the concert was beautiful thanks
to their talents.
Thanks to Matt Tucci and Father
Gary Mueller, I added more memories
and friendships during my time abroad.
Both men deserve praise for their
dedication and sacrifice to the Catholic Church. I was beyond impressed by
their studies because their classes are

taught in Italian; therefore, they had to
learn the language first and then take
courses towards their degree!
That truly speaks volumes about the
devotion both men have to serving the
Church.
I was honored by the presence of
these two men and the chance to also
call Rome home.
— Julie Holdener

Taking Time to Count All Our Blessings
(Editor’s note: Maybe it’s January,
but it’s always a good time to count
our blessings. Here’s a column by a
freelance writer and college instructor
reminding us of what being grateful
means.)
When I was little, Christmas was my
favorite time of year. It was the anticipation of spending time with my family,
the excitement over gift giving and
the nervousness of holiday plays and
church programs.
For me, the main events always lived
up to the anticipation. But, I’m not so
little anymore.
Now that I’m older, it’s a different type of anticipation. It could be
the pressure to finish up grades and
shopping in the same week, the fear of
forgetting something or someone important, the worry over how much money
I’m spending or even a little dread
thinking about spending the holidays
without the ones we lost throughout the
year.
I find it so hard to get into the Christmas spirit as each year passes. It gets
harder and harder to put on a smile
and say “Merry Christmas.” I’m not a

Grinch, I’m
not a whiner
and I’m truly
not a pessimist. I’m just
a little lost in
December.
Somehow,
though, I find
the spirit.
Most years, it
Shannon Philpott
comes from
something or someone unexpected.
And, every year, this moment of truth
makes me feel ashamed for pitying
myself when others have so much more
to stress about.
Today, after hours of mediating
quarrels between my son and daughter, I flipped on the Christmas station
on our drive home. I’m not a big fan of
the cheesy station that plays Wham’s
Last Christmas every two hours, but
my frustration level was so high that I
didn’t think it would hurt.
The first song we heard was “The
Christmas Shoes” by Bob Carlisle. I
almost changed the dial because I’m not
a fan of country music, but my daughter

grabbed my hand and said, “Wait, mom.
This is a good one.”
If you haven’t heard the song and
you’re feeling pretty low, take a minute
and listen to the words. This little boy
who wants to buy shoes for his dying
mother will make you stop and think
about all the blessings you can’t see.
As I drove along with tear-soaked
eyes, I thought about how lucky I was
to have two kids who love me unconditionally despite my faults. I thought
about how very fortunate I am, and I
thought about all the students I’ve been
blessed to have who continue to find

success in a jobless society.
I thought about how my family has
endured the worst this year, yet still
remained strong for each other.
And, more importantly, I thought
about how much my grandma will enjoy
Christmas in heaven this year with
grandpa.
I’m truly thankful for all that I have –
and most of all, for Christmas shoes to
keep me on track.
— Shannon Philpott
(For more about Shannon or to read
more of her reflections, her blog or other
pieces, please go to shannonphilpott.com.)
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